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ABSTRACT
During visual analysis, users must often connect insights discovered at various points of time. This process is often called “connecting the dots.” When analysts interactively explore complex datasets over multiple sessions, they may uncover a large number of findings. As a result, it is often difficult for them to recall the past insights, views, and concepts that are most relevant to their current line of inquiry. This challenge is even more difficult during collaborative analysis tasks where they need to find connections between their own discoveries and insights found by others.

In this paper, we describe a context-based retrieval algorithm to identify notes, views, and concepts from users’ past analyses that are most relevant to a view or a note based on their line of inquiry. We then describe a related notes recommendation feature that surfaces the most relevant items to the user as they work based on this algorithm. We have implemented this recommendation feature in HARVEST, a web-based visual analytic system. We evaluate the related notes recommendation feature of HARVEST through a case study and discuss the implications of our approach.

Index Terms: H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]—Retrieval models

1 INTRODUCTION
Interactive visualizations allow users to investigate various characteristics of a dataset and to reason based on patterns, trends, and outliers. During complex visual analyses, users must derive insights by connecting discoveries made at different stages of an investigation. However, during a long investigation process that can span hours, days, or even weeks, it becomes difficult for users to recall the details of their past discoveries. Yet these details may form the key connections between their past work and current line of inquiry. We believe that the difficulty in recalling past work often leads users to overlook important connections. The challenge, therefore, is to develop techniques that assist in “connecting the dots” by uncovering connections to users’ past work that would normally go unnoticed.

To address the challenge of recalling past work, users often externalize interesting findings or new hypotheses using either annotations on top of visualizations or through bookmarks in electronic notes. These notes help users to manually revisit and review their past analysis. However, as the number of notes and annotations grows larger, users again have difficulty recalling the details of each previous discovery. Therefore, users must be enabled to more easily retrieve related views (visualization states with one or more visualizations), notes, and concepts (including data characteristics investigated in the views and entities from notes) from their past analyses. These related views, notes, and concepts can then help them to find interesting connections within their analysis.

In this paper, we describe a context-based retrieval algorithm that retrieves views, notes, and concepts from users’ past analyses related to a view or a note based on their line of inquiry. Whenever users create a view or record a note, we derive a context description for the view or note from their line of inquiry. Our algorithm then uses these context descriptions to retrieve the most relevant views, notes, and concepts from past analyses.

Using our context-based retrieval algorithm, we have implemented a related notes recommendation feature in HARVEST, a web-based visual analytic system. As users create new views during their analysis, HARVEST dynamically applies our algorithm to recommend the most relevant notes from past analyses. An overview of related notes is presented as a ranked list of notes along with a thumbnail of associated views in the note-taking interface. An overview of related concepts is also shown using a tag cloud. Both overviews are updated after each exploration action. We evaluate the related notes recommendation feature of HARVEST through a case study and discuss the implications of our approach. Specifically, we believe that the related notes recommendation feature helps users to maintain greater awareness of relevant information and assists in connection discovery during visual analysis.

2 CONNECTING THE DOTS
We encounter a lot of information during daily activities. We process that information to learn new things, perform tasks or make decisions, and store that processed information in our memory. However, our memory is limited in its ability to store and recall relevant information from the past [4]. To overcome these limitations, we have learnt to work around by taking notes, capturing pictures and videos, or associating with a local environment [12]. In addition, we also create to-do lists and automatic reminders using personal information management systems [15]. These external attention pointers help us remember information that would otherwise be forgotten. Thus, we try to connect the dots using these attention pointers and make sense of information encountered in our daily activities.

Also, when we read a text, we process information from it to understand the story conveyed by its authors. For this, we need to connect the dots at various parts of the text and make sense of it. A good text provides relevant attention pointers in the text that helps a reader to connect the dots. For example, authors of academic text use cross-referencing as a reminder that helps readers to locate relevant pieces of information from other locations. Similarly, authors of fiction text use sequences of events or people and context descriptions as attention pointers that help readers to connect the dots.

During a visual analysis, analysts encounter much information by interactively exploring large datasets using visualizations. They also formulate some interesting findings during this exploration process. Due to the volume of information discovered during a long analysis task, they often externalize interesting findings or new hypotheses using either annotation on top of visualizations or through bookmarks in electronic notes. They organize those findings into a case and present them to others [11, 17]. They must often connect insights discovered at various points of time and make sense of them [10]. However, during a long investigation process that can
span hours, days or even weeks, it becomes difficult for users to recall the details of their past discoveries. Therefore, it is difficult to connect the dots during a visual analysis. Hence, we think it will be helpful for the users to retrieve notes, views and concepts that are related to a given view or note based on their line of inquiry. Also, during a visual analysis, the most relevant items from past analyses related to their current line of inquiry can be recommended for maintaining awareness of relevant information and to assist in connection discovery.

3 RELATED WORK

First, we present a number of sense making models that highlight the critical role of connection discovery during information analysis. We then discuss related work that specifically addresses “connecting the dots” during visual analysis.

3.1 Sense Making Models

Kuhlthau [14] considers a sense making process as an information search process in which a person is forming a personal point of view [5]. She identifies six stages in an information search process from a user’s perspective: initiation, selection, exploration, formulation, collection and presentation. She modeled the cognitive, affective and actions aspects involved in these six stages by conducting longitudinal user studies involving various public library users, students and academic researchers. Finding relevant information to the current topic and being aware of related information are some of the important actions during the exploration and collection stages. These actions help to avoid premature closure of an information search process.

Similarly, Ellis [6] classifies information seeking activities into eight categories: starting, chaining, browsing, differentiating, monitoring, extracting, verifying and ending. She models the process of connection discovery in the information search process in two categories: chaining and monitoring. Chaining involves follow-

ing a referential connection between information sources. Monitoring involves maintaining awareness by tracking related information sources.

Pirolli and Card [16] identify two major loops in the sense making process during an intelligence analysis task: the information foraging loop and the sense making loop. They found that analysts look back into the processed information (evidence file) obtained during the information foraging loop from the sense making loop to search for evidences or relations that support a hypothesis. If no supporting information is found, analysts continue to forage new information.

3.2 Visual Analysis

In general, to support the reasoning process in information visualization [17], users are provided with three type of linked views: a data view, a knowledge view and a navigation view. The data view has interactive visualization tools; the navigation view provides an overview of exploration process, for instance, history tree and action trails; and the knowledge view helps to record and organize notes. Currently, during an analysis, the connection discovery process is supported by exploiting the relationships shared between either views and notes, or entities in notes.

Using Links between Views and Notes

Several information visualization tools support links between views and notes. In Aruvi [17], users can externalize findings using notes along with links to the views. They can revisit views via notes and review and revise their analysis. To support the review process, it also provides an overview of key visualization and data aspects in an exploration process using a user interest model [18]. They can also retrieve visualizations from the past analysis using keyword and similarity search mechanisms.

Sense.us [11], a web site supporting asynchronous collaboration across a variety of visualization types, supports view sharing, discussion, graphical annotation, and social navigation. It has a doubly-linked discussion mechanism that supports situated conversation about visualizations. For this, both data and view parameters of visualization states are indexed and associated with the corresponding comments. Thus, during an asynchronous collaboration, all comments associated with a view are retrieved.

Using Entities

A combination of text analytics and information visualization has been widely used to analyze massive textual data. Text analytics is used to extract entities from the text and the relationship between those entities is visualized. The Have Green framework [20] uses an interactive graphic visualization to represent concepts and relationships extracted through its analytical capabilities. In Jigsaw [19], multiple coordinated views are used to visualize the connections between entities extracted from a collection of text documents. A graph view is used to visualize text documents and entities shared among these documents. In addition to graph visualization, a list view is used to show the connection between entities. A scatter-plot view is used to explore pairwise connections between entities. However, in Have Green and Jigsaw text analysis is used on the input data, but not applied to a user’s notes.

Analyst’s Notebook [13] visualizes the relationship among entities extracted from a user’s notes using graph visualization. In Entity Workspace [1], users can record notes or place text snippets, entities and their relationship from notes and documents are extracted and a document-entity graph is constructed. Using this graph model, analysts can re-find facts quickly, notice connections between entities, abstract information structure and identify documents and entities to explore further. During a collaborative analysis, the most valuable notes from other analysts related to the current topic (text) are recommended to an analyst using an entity graph. Thus the entity workspace identifies related entities and helps analysts to connect the dots while investigating a text document corpus. Also, in InsightFinder [2], users’ notes are used to build a context model. Using this context model, the most relevant page units are recommended to them while browsing the internet.

During a visual analysis, users formulate findings after some exploration as identified in Pirolli and Card’s sense making model and Kuhlthau’s information seeking process model. For connection discovery in visual analysis, approaches based on links between views and notes or entities in notes are not sufficient. The users’ line of inquiry has to be considered in combination with view and data parameters of views and entities in notes. We now present our approach to connect the dots in visual analysis, by considering the users’ line of inquiry, view and data parameters of views, and entities in notes in an integrated way.

4 APPROACH

To support the connection discovery process in visual analysis, we enable users to retrieve views, notes and concepts from past analyses related to a view or note. Figure 1 shows our approach. Whenever they create a view of their data (in data view) or record a note (in knowledge view), we derive a context description for the view or note from their line of inquiry. Our algorithm then uses these context descriptions to retrieve the most relevant views and notes from past analyses. The context description is derived from a model of visual analytic activity called insight actions [10]. Action trails represent users’ analytic activity as graphs of semantic analytic steps, or actions. Actions can be classified into broad categories: exploration actions, insight actions, and meta-actions. An exploration action alters the visualization specifications in a visual analytics system and creates a new view. Insight actions record or organize notes and
views, while meta-actions (e.g., revisit, undo, redo) allow users to review and structure their lines of inquiry.

Action trails contain valuable information about the concepts that are most relevant to a user’s analysis and how the user’s interests evolve over time. We therefore extract a set of concepts from the action trail to form the context description for each view or note. We extract two types of concepts. Action concepts are derived from the attributes associated with exploration actions (e.g., data and view parameters). Entities are concepts extracted from a user’s notes and represent items such as people, places or companies. For each concept associated with a view or note, we derive a concept weight from the user’s action trail to determine its degree of salience at the time the view or note was created.

For a view or note focused by the user, we compute the relevance score to existing views and notes by comparing the context descriptions of existing views and notes with that of the given view or note. Using the relevance score, the related views and notes are retrieved. An overview of the related concepts is also provided. Thus, this context-based retrieval algorithm surfaces the most relevant information from the past analyses of the users based on their line of inquiry during a visual analysis.

Using this context-based retrieval algorithm, we have implemented a recommendation feature in HARVEST, a web-based visual analytics system which is shown in figure 2. The recommendation feature shows a list of related notes (figure 2(c)) along with thumbnails of the view displayed while recording those related notes (figure 2(d)) to the current view (figure 2(a)). Also, it provides an overview of related concepts using a tag cloud (figure 2(e)). In the following sections, we describe the context-based retrieval algorithm (section 5) and present the design considerations (section 6) and implementation details (section 7) of the recommendation feature in HARVEST.

5 Context-based Retrieval Algorithm

In this section, we describe the details of our context-based retrieval algorithm. First, we present a visual analysis use case. Next, we support our argument for a context description based on action concepts and entities from action trails with the use case. We then use the context description as the basis for the relevance metric used to identify related views, notes, and concept.

5.1 Use Case

Figure 3 shows a portion of an action trail for an analyst investigating product sales data. She starts her analysis by focusing on sales that are more than $50,000 (figure 3(1)). She compares sales of each product using a scatterplot visualization and bookmarks it (figure 3(2)). Then, she studies quarterly sales of the products by aggregating the sales represented on the y-axis of the scatterplot based on a quarterly time period (figure 3(3)). Next, she uses a tree map to visualize the sale figures in various regions (figure 3(4)). Further, she clusters the products by their category to get an overview of the sales performance by product category in various regions (figure 3(5)). This view triggers her to reconsider the products sales comparison that she investigated some time back. She therefore revisits the comparison view she bookmarked earlier. Then she narrows down to the east and south regions (figure 3(6)). This revisit and reuse of a view creates a branch in her action trail.

She further slices the products in the x-axis of the scatterplot by their category; and slices sales in the y-axis of the scatterplot by quarterly period (figure 3(7)). This slicing creates a scatterplot matrix showing sales of various product categories in different quarters of the year. She finds out that product categories A, C and D have shown profit consistently in the east and south regions. She records this finding using a note. Then, she continues her analysis by studying yearly sales (figure 3(8)) and sales distribution across regions using a map (figure 3(9)).

5.2 Action Concepts as Context

In the products sales use case, the user started her analysis with general sales data and moved on to investigate quarterly and yearly sales trends. Region was another aspect considered in the investigation; she focused on all regions, then narrowed down to the east and south regions, and finally moved on to see the actual geographical sales distribution. She also investigated the sales of individual products as well as product categories (groups of products).

The action concepts associated with this action trail (e.g., the east region and product category) correspond to the user’s information interests. However, some of the action concepts were more predominant at certain times than others. For instance, she was interested only in sales of more than $50,000 throughout the investigation. In contrast, she shifted her focus among other action concepts such as...
as quarterly sales, product categories, and regions. Her interest in these action concepts varied over time. Therefore, during an exploration process, users’ evolving information interests can be viewed as a time-varying set of weighted action concepts taken from their action trails.

A set of weighted action concepts is associated with each view and note to represent its context description. The weight for each action concept represents its degree of salience at the time the view or note was created. The metrics used for calculating the weight from the action trails are motivated by the spreading-activation construct that is used in many theories for retrieving information from long term memory [3]. In these theories, knowledge is encoded as a network structure, consisting of nodes representing concepts and links representing associations among concepts. During a retrieval process, this network structure is used to identify knowledge relevant to a current focus of attention and facilitate processing of associated items. The two basic points emphasized in these theories are (1) activation is modeled as a spreading function, and (2) activation decays exponentially with the distance it spreads over a network structure [3].

5.2.1 Tracing Related Action Concepts

We extract related action concepts for a view or a note by tracing a user’s action trail. A trace spreads through the branching structure of an action trail to reflect that a view or note can be created by a confluence of different lines of inquiry. Hence, we need to determine (1) direction of the trace, and (2) the trace distance for a view or note.

For a view, we extract the related action concepts by back tracing exploration actions in an action trail. Figure 4(a) shows a back trace of exploration actions for a view using the structure of the analyst’s action trail shown in figure 3.

For a note, we determine the direction of the trace, that is, back trace or forward trace or both based on the type of insight behavior being performed by the user. We define six types of note taking based on our observation of how users record notes in Aruvi [17]. In the following, we present the six types of notes and the direction of trace chosen to extract related action concepts for each type of notes:

**Finding** Findings are usually obtained after a sequence of exploration actions. Hence, a back trace of exploration actions will give related action concepts for this note. A note with a link to a view is categorized as a finding.

**Hypothesis** Users record some assertions or hypotheses that they want to confirm during an investigation. These notes influence subsequent actions. Hence, a forward trace of the exploration actions will give related action concepts for this note. A note without a link to a view is categorized as an hypothesis.

**Snippet** Users can collect some relevant information from outside a visual analytics system (e.g., a snippet from the internet). In this case, either a sequence of exploration actions might have triggered them to look for some external information or they may be preparing for an investigation by gathering some external information. Hence, in this case, both back trace and forward trace is required to derive related action concepts (figure 3(b)). A note created by copying contents from the internet or other digital documents, and without a link to a view is categorized as a snippet.

**Edit** During the exploration process, users can edit a previously recorded note. In this case, we combine the related action concepts from the previous line of inquiry associated with the note and the related action concepts from the current line of inquiry. Currently, we consider only edits that add a new entity or new sentence to the notes.

**Reassociation** Sometimes, users can remove a link between a note and a visualization and reassociate the note to a new visualization. In this case, the related action concepts from the previous line of inquiry are replaced with those from the current line of inquiry.

**Multiple Association** Some users requested multiple visualizations created at different instance during an analysis to be associated with a note. In this case, the related action concepts from the line of inquiries of each visualization are combined.
In addition to choosing the trace direction, we must also determine how far to trace along the trail. The boundary of a trace is difficult to determine algorithmically from an action trail because it depends on the semantics and is subjective. Hence we apply a simple threshold to determine the boundary: either until $n$ unique action concepts are extracted, or when the start or end of an action trail is reached. After experimenting with various values, we use a threshold of $n = 10$ in our current prototype. Thus, the outcome of the trace is a list of related action concepts from the local neighborhood of the action trails.

Based on the factors above, the weight $W_c$ for an action concept $c$ is as follows

$$W_c = s_c \times \left( w_b \times \sum_{i=1}^{b} d_i + w_f \times \sum_{i=1}^{f} d_i \right),$$

where $s_c$ is the specificity weight of the action concept $c$; $b$ and $f$ are the length of the back and forward traces respectively; $d_i$ is the normalized distance of an exploration action ($i$) from the end of a trace for the current view or note; (with $d_i = 0$, if $c$ is not specified in an exploration action ($i$)); $w_b$ and $w_f$ are the weights for back and forward traces respectively; (with $w_f = 0$, for a view or a finding; $w_b = 0$, for a hypothesis). For each note, related action concepts are extracted and a weight for each action concept is computed based on the structure of the user’s action trail. As the exploration process evolves, the set of related action concepts for each note and their weights are updated based on the above categories. Our current usage scenario only utilized values of 0 or 1 for $w_b$ and $w_f$. However, future scenarios where these weights take values between 0 and 1 can be easily integrated into our algorithm.

### 5.3 Entities as Context

In the above use case, the analyst recorded a note (in figure 3) that contains entities such as product categories (A, C & D) and regions (east & south) and relationships among them. These entities and relationships also represent her information interest at the time of recording that note. Thus, entities extracted from notes also represent a user’s information interest in addition to the related action concepts.

We use text analysis tools to extract entities (e.g., people, places, and organizations) from the user’s notes [7]. Often, these entities are of the same types found in the dataset being visualized. An extracted entity has three properties: a type, the covered text and its canonical form. For example, a user might type ‘BOFA’ in a note to refer to ‘Bank of America’. The text analysis tool would detect this phrase as an entity of type ‘Bank’ with covered text ‘BOFA’ and canonical form ‘Bank of America’. For each type, we also defined
A view or a note has a context description based on the related concepts (e) from the action trails and entities (e) extracted from notes. For a given view or a note (T), we can compute a relevance score \( d(T) \) to a target view or a note from past analyses (T) as follows:

\[
d(T) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (W_B(c_i) \times W_T(c_i)) + \sum_{i=1}^{p} (W_B(e_i) \times w_T(e_i)),
\]

where \( m \) is the number of related action concepts for the base view or note and \( p \) is the number of entities from the base note; with \( n = 0 \), if \( B \) is a view; \( W_T(c_i) = 0 \), when \( c_i \) is not a related action concept for the target view or note (T); and \( w_T(e_i) = 0 \), when \( e_i \) is not an entity of a target note or the note attached to a target view T. Thus, a ranked list of related views and notes for a given view or note is obtained based on the context descriptions extracted from the action trails.

Next, we derive the related concepts for \( B \). An overview of the related concepts is provided using a tag cloud as shown in figure 2(e). The weights of the action concepts from the context description of \( B \) are used to determine the font height for displaying each action concept in the tag cloud. The weight \( W(e_i) \) for an entity \( e_i \) is computed as

\[
W(e_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} d(T_k),
\]

where \( n \) is the number of relevant notes, \( d(T_k) = 0 \), when the note \( T_k \) does not contain the entity \( e_i \).

The weights of the action concepts and entities are normalized before they are used to determine the font height. Entities are underlined while action concepts are not underlined. Since concepts can be represented in multiple words, an alternate coloring scheme is used to distinguish concepts in the tag clouds.

In the above use case, when the analyst explores the geographic distribution of the sales (figure 3(9)), we can retrieve related views and notes from her past analysis. Previously, she investigated sales in all regions using a tree map (figure 3(4)). This view may be one of the most relevant views for her investigation on the geographic distribution of the sales. Using the above context-based retrieval algorithm, we retrieve such related views and notes for a given view or note.

## 6 Recommending Relevant Information

Our algorithm can be used to recommend related views, notes and concepts based on a user’s ongoing exploration process. This recommendation can help the user by showing them information they may have overlooked. However, it is also critical to avoid overwhelming the user with too many recommendations. To avoid this, we must automatically recommend only the most relevant information to balance the cost of distracting their attention.

Of the three components—views, notes and concepts—we argue that notes play the most critical role in connection discovery in visual analysis by acting as a reminder that helps to recall key aspects such as views and concepts during the foraging process (figure 5).

To validate this argument, we interviewed two business analysts who do some visual analysis using simple visualization tools such as Microsoft Excel. Both analysts take notes during the analysis process and refer back to it throughout the analysis, when preparing a report, while sharing analysis with others or when starting a new related analysis. The first analyst stated “I take notes to help me remember what I have learnt . . . I would refer to the notes to figure out what I think and what I do. The notes help me remember how I performed a task during the analytic process, for instance, how I derive this insight, how I generate this chart.”

The second analyst explained that she records how she manipulated a dataset along with findings in her notebook. She documents in detail especially when she has to create a report for transferring operations to other analysts. She maintains a big notebook and organizes notes with titles that summarize them. While recognizing any new findings, she tries to locate earlier notes that are most relevant to the particular topic and just add new findings into the old notes. When she creates the detailed report, it is pretty much like starting a new task from her, because usually she forgets what and how she did the analysis. She says “but I have my initial report to help me remember. It is not easy to remember how I did by just looking at the visualizations in the report. I need to click on a few (spreadsheet) cells to remember what it is about.”

For the two analysts, the notes acts as a bridge between the analysis executed in the system and their cognitive process. The notes act as reminders to key aspects of the exploration process, such as views or concepts. Hence, in our current prototype, we recommend only related notes along with a thumbnail of the visualizations that led to the formulation of those notes during the exploration process. Figure 2 shows recommendations of related notes for the current view (figure 2(a)) based on the user’s current line of inquiry. If the users are interested in locating views and concepts with similar context description, they can explicitly request that information.

## 7 Connecting the Dots in Harvest

We have added our recommendation algorithm to Harvest [8], a web based visual analytics system that supports exploration of large unstructured datasets. It has an action tracking mechanism that automatically captures and displays (figure 2(f)) user’s analysis behavior as an action trail [9]. The implementation of the exploration model based on the action trails in Harvest is detailed elsewhere in [8]. Using the action trail interface, users can archive their trails, as well as revisit and reuse past views. In addition, we extended Harvest by adding a new note-taking interface that allows users to record notes and organize them into groups and slides (figure 2(b)).

Related notes are surfaced through the note-taking interface. When a user records a note, the system augments it with a context description. Then, as the user creates a new view in Harvest, the recommendation algorithm dynamically derives a context description for the view from the current action trail and compares it with the context descriptions attached to the user’s notes. Based on this comparison, the system computes a relevance score for each note and presents a ranked list of related notes through the note-taking interface (figure 2(c)). A thumbnail of the visualization that was displayed while the user originally recorded each note is also shown (figure 2(d)). An overview of concepts extracted from notes (underlined) and views is shown (figure 2(e)) on-demand. With the note-taking interface, users can either explicitly request related notes at anytime or have the system automatically recommend them after each exploration action.
The integration of our algorithm into the HARVEST system allows it to dynamically surface the most relevant notes from earlier stages in an analysis as users continue the exploration process. We believe that this related notes recommendation feature in HARVEST helps users maintain awareness of relevant information and assists in connection discovery during visual analysis.

8 Case Study

We conducted a case study to explore the implications of recommending related notes during a visual analysis. We were quite interested in looking at the circumstances in which users wanted to access related notes during their tasks. For this, we observed the analysis process of a research analyst working for a major financial services company. He is familiar with data analysis tools such as Microsoft Excel but had never used HARVEST before. He investigated a financial dataset in HARVEST and recorded notes using its note-taking interface.

The financial dataset consists of around 1000 financial news articles from the New York Times published between August and September of 2007. These articles were selected from a collection of news and business articles provided by Factiva, a division of Dow Jones & Company. The content of the articles was processed by a text analysis tool to identify key entities in the financial domain such as banks, investment firms, markets (e.g., stock, mortgage, credit, debt), financial instruments (e.g., bonds, securities, funds, etc.), government agencies, important persons, and countries.

The research analyst investigated the financial dataset by exploring the relationships among the entities using visualizations in HARVEST. His investigation spanned for two sessions each lasting for 30 minutes and one week apart. For the first session, we turned on the recommendation feature and for the second session we turned it off. The analyst was asked to explore the financial dataset and understand the status of the financial sector around the time when the articles were published. He was allowed to explore and analyze data freely without any task restriction. We recommended that he make use of the note-taking interface for recording hypotheses and discoveries during the analysis. At the end of the sessions, his exploration trail was bookmarked and saved. We closely observed the analyst’s analysis process, and conducted a short interview at the end of each session.

Session 1 - Without related notes recommendation

In the first session, the analyst typically alternated between analyzing data along different dimensions using various criteria (by issuing queries and interacting with the visualized results), and taking notes to record his thoughts and discoveries. He used separate notes to record (1) what he expected to see from the data (hypotheses), and (2) what he actually saw and thought was/were the reason(s) to explain such trend or pattern in the visualizations (findings). He then grouped notes related to the same topic (e.g., about a specific investment firm).

During the first session, the analyst created 10 notes and organized them into 4 groups. Each note had around two sentences. There were five unique action concepts such as person, bank, investment firm, market and financial institution) mentioned in these notes. The total number of action concepts was twenty (including duplicates). There were eleven unique entities such as Greenspan and Lehman in these notes. The total number of entities mentioned in notes was twenty eight (including duplicates).

During an interview held afterwards, the analyst expressed that the note-taking facility was quite useful. We asked further about the usefulness of identifying related notes in the analysis process. He agreed that it would be useful. He stated that he would like the system to recommend the related notes immediately after the system displays the chart of the newly requested data. He indicated that such recommendations will inform him of what has already been explored, and give him some ideas of how to explore the new result. He also felt it could save time by helping him avoid duplicate work, and by allowing him to start new tasks by building on previous analyses. He felt that these time savings would allow him to go deeper into his analysis.

The analyst also expressed that automatic recommendation of related notes can be useful since he wouldn’t have to spend time reading through all his notes to find the few that might be relevant. It can also help him to aggregate insights and discoveries from previous notes more easily. In addition, he mentioned that he would very much appreciate if the system could recommend related notes from a collection of notes shared among other analysts.

These statements were encouraging and affirmed our approach to surface the related notes during an exploration process.

Session 2 - With related notes recommendation

After a week, the analyst continued his analysis of the same Factiva dataset. The archived exploration trail was restored in HARVEST, including the notes previously created by the analyst. We enabled the related notes recommendation in HARVEST during this session and observed his analysis process. The analyst started by revisiting few previous views using the exploration trail for recalling what he did during the last session. Then he continued to explore the data.

When the system provided a recommendation for the first time, he read the content of the recommended notes carefully. He also tried to identify the states in the action trail that were associated with the notes without revisiting it using the thumbnails. Later, he only glanced over the recommendation list and focused his attention on the recommended notes that were newly added to the list. During this session, he edited four existing notes, all of which were recommended by the system. Four new sentences and two new entities were added. Interestingly, he didn’t create any new notes.

After the analysis session, we conducted a short interview to understand how the related notes recommendation in HARVEST impacted his analysis. When we asked about the relevancy of the recommended notes, the analyst said “They were relevant in the sense that the concepts mentioned in the recommended notes were related to the data I was inspecting. For example, when I was looking at the information about one bank, the system recommended a note I created previously about another bank, which I thought was useful. I think note recommendation could also help me find some of my previous notes related to my current analysis, which I might not realize or totally forget about.”

The analyst liked the thumbnail associated with each recommended note because it helped him quickly remember the context of this note. He felt the option of showing/hiding the recommendation quite useful and said “…so if I didn’t want to be distracted during my data analysis I could always hide it and make it appear later when I needed it.”

Towards the end of the interview, the analyst suggested a few improvements to the system. He would have liked the related concepts to be highlighted in the recommended notes so he could quickly determine if a recommended note is useful or not without having to read through the whole note. He currently felt it was difficult to revisit views from the notes and to revisit notes from the action trail; and asked for an efficient way to revisit visualizations without having to lose sight on the current analysis process. He also expressed that it would be better if the thumbnail of a chart could be displayed together with a note when it is created, not just when it is recommended.

9 Discussion

We performed the case study to understand the circumstances in which related notes recommendation is found to be useful. Initially, we assumed that the recommendation would be relevant only for longer analysis processes with a large number of notes, hence our
study design of two sessions spread out over a week. However, the research analyst who participated in the case study performed the analysis in two short sessions and just recorded 10 notes with relatively small action trails. Still, the analyst created ZERO new notes in the second session, always editing old notes recommended by the system. It is exactly what we want to encourage — ‘connections between insights instead of a bunch of small individual insights’. We believe that with the related notes recommendation, users will more often do editing, re-association and multi-association of notes during an analysis. Thus, the related notes recommendation helps to create awareness of relevant information from the past with respect to the analyst’s current line of inquiry and encourages connection discovery during visual analysis.

In addition, the identification of related notes and views using the context description provides a new way of retrieving visualization from past or other collaborator’s analysis. This approach, in addition to keyword and view similarity based search methods [18], can help analysts review past analyses.

Retrieval of related items can also be helpful during the sense making process. In HARVEST, we used the context-based retrieval algorithm to recommend related items during the information foraging process. Whenever analysts created a new view, the related notes, views and concepts are retrieved and shown. Similarly, recommendation of related views, notes and concepts can be made when they select or modify an existing note, related views, notes and concepts to that note can be retrieved. Thus, analysts can locate related notes within the note-taking interface when relevant information is either scattered spatially (in a diagram editor) or distributed in different discussion threads (in forums). After locating the related notes, users may be interested in combining them into a group or a note.

10 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we described a context-based retrieval algorithm that retrieves views, notes and concepts from users past analysis related to a view or a note based on their line of inquiry. Whenever users create a view of their data or record a note, we derive a context description for the view or note from their line of inquiry. Our algorithm then uses these context descriptions to retrieve the most relevant views and notes from past analyses.

Using our proposed approach, we have implemented a related notes recommendation feature in HARVEST, a web based visual analytic system. As users create new views during their analysis, HARVEST dynamically applies our algorithm to recommend the most relevant notes from past analyses. An overview of related notes is presented as a ranked list of notes along with a thumbnail of associated views in the note-taking interface. An overview of related concepts is also shown using a tag cloud. Both overviews are updated after each exploration action.

Finally we presented a case study in which a research analyst investigated a dataset using the HARVEST system. Our observations of the analyst’s analysis process and his feedback support our argument that the identification of related notes, views and concepts is helpful in connection discovery during visual analysis.

Given our findings, there are several areas for future work. From the navigation structure represented in the action trail, it is possible to identify the relationship among the action concepts. Also, the relationship among entities can be derived based on the spatial distribution of notes and text analytics as in some text analysis tools such as Jigsaw [19] and Entity Workspace [1]. Hence, in the future, the relationship among action concepts and entities can be derived from the action trails and studied using interactive graph visualization. We believe this can clearly bring out the information structure that evolves during the user’s exploration process and can provide a better overview of the implicit connections among concepts during a visual analysis.
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